



My Top 10 Tips To WIN Accumulators  

1: Choose from Leagues that you know and Follow 

Following leagues is important as you start to know the teams, players, and match-ups 
more intimately. The English Premier League is probably the most well-known league in 
the world and betting 1x2 is no longer as profitable as it once was. This brings me to 
another important point.


2: Choose better Betting markets to maximise your Odds  

If I am betting in the EPL and I want to include Manchester City and Liverpool in a bet you 
will find that in most match-ups the odds are below 1.30. Choosing a better market to 
wager with these teams in is smart. Asian Handicap (Liverpool -1 or -2) could boost the 
odds in that game by 50%-100% which means you can build your odds with less sides.


3: Stay away from obscure Leagues with a history of Match Fixing 

There is always that one side that lets down an accumulator. When I first started 
gambling, I would do research and see glaring opportunities in South American and 
African leagues. Mistake 101! A massive history of match-fixing and no control which 
meant I would lose out on big accumulators.


4: Choose Markets with Quick Turnarounds 

Most accumulators that I see on social media platforms are in the 1x2 markets. If you are 
not using a bookmaker that allows for cash-outs then you are stuck for 90 mins. The best 
accumulators can yield better odds and be completed by half time such as BTTS, Half-
Time, Cards, and Corner markets.




5: Build your Odds to Where you Want them to Be 

I build my accumulators to exactly the amount I want them to be so that they fall into 
alignment with my betting funds for the day. I will make 10 odds, 30 odds, 50 odds and 
100 odds bets which will then correspond to the amount that I wish to wager. When you 
are building odds you can then start to be more creative by choosing markets that suit 
the games you have selected based on your research. Example would be: Manchester 
City playing Leeds. I need another 2.50 bet to make my 30 odds accumulator. I know Man 
City are going to win but they only have 1.20 in the 1x2 market. Well, the Over 3.5 goals 
market has 2.80 and Man City have scored an average of 2.6 goals per game and Leeds 
conceded 2.2, including 15 in their last 5 games. There is my bet!


6: Bet in “Sessions”  

I use the word sessions as I will block off times to wager my accumulators so they are not 
spread across a day or a weekend unless I want them to be. There is nothing worse than 
having 3 of your 7-game accumulator landed in the morning only to be waiting for another 
4 games at 4 pm which cut and lose. So, I know that Asia and Australia is early morning 
so I combine the games into a “section” of accumulators. European tend to be afternoon 
so I will cluster these games together, likewise Americas are night time so I do the same 
there. Then, if the odds are really favourable, I may cluster across the board in one large 
accumulator.


7: Set a Budget and Stick to it! 

If I gave you 10 dollars and said go and make some bets most people will put $10 on 
whatever accumulator they can throw together then sit with their fingers crossed. I like to 
split my money into sections. The higher the accumulator odds, the less of the stake of 
my determined budget. If I pull 100 odds, you may find me wagering $2, but you are more 
likely to see me wager the other $98 on a double at 3 odds which yields more of a return 
and more likely.


8: Stay away from Scammers  

Match-fixing is a thing, I am not going to deny that. However, I have played football 
professionally on three continents over 10 years and not once did anyone tell me we were 
fixing. The games are scarce and if they are being fixed believe me, the guys involved 
would not be sharing that information with random people on Facebook to jeopardise 
their winnings.


9: Use Bonuses Wisely and Read the Small Print 

Bookmaker bonuses are an essential part of making good wins when you sign up. You 
should always read the small print to ensure you know the required amount of odds 
needed to withdraw from the bookie should you win your bet.




10: The Most Important Tip: Don’t Chase Your Losses 

Everyone has been guilty of this at some point. If you make losses, they need to come 
back organically by using your strategy and research. A loss today is a loss today, it is 
what it is. At some point, if you research well, you will spot a gap in the bookies odds and 
you can lump on funds and capitalise when this happens and believe me it does. A good 
researcher will spot at least five mistakes a week where the odds are miles off where they 
should be, that is when you can throw that other $98 on one single game and claw back 
wins of $300.


